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Abstract— The undertaking is intended to build up a four-

quadrant speed-control framework for a DC engine. The 

engine is worked in four quadrants: clockwise, counter clock-

wise, forward brake and turn around brake. It likewise has a 

component of speed control. The four-quadrant task of the 

DC engine is most appropriate for ventures where engines are 

utilized by the prerequisite. They can turn in clockwise, 

counter clockwise headings and furthermore one can apply 

brakes quickly in both the bearings. If there should arise an 

occurrence of a particular task in mechanical condition, the 

engine should be halted promptly. In such a situation, this 

proposed framework is extremely adept as forward brake and 

turn around brake are its basic highlights. Prompt brake in 

both the headings occurs because of applying an invert 

voltage over the running engine for a short period and the 

speed control of the engine can be accomplished with PWM 

heartbeats created by the Arduino Board. Arduino 

Development Board is utilized for this task. Push catches are 

accommodated the activity of the engine which are interfaced 

to the Arduino that gives input flag to it and thus controls the 

speed of the engine through an engine driver IC. Speed 

control highlight by push-catch task is likewise accessible in 

this venture.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

DC machines assume an essential part in ventures and in our 

everyday life. The extraordinary preferred standpoint of DC 

machines is that they offer effectively controllable attributes. 

This paper is intended to build up a four quadrant speed 

control framework for a DC engine utilizing Arduino. In this 

work the idea of four quadrant speed control i.e. clockwise 

development, anticlockwise development, momentary 

forward braking and immediate switch braking of a dc engine 

with the assistance of Arduino through engine driver (L293D) 

has been proposed. 

A similar application is utilized as a part of 

numerous zones, for example, to control the rudder of plane, 

electric bike or an electric auto. The engine is worked from a 

stationary magnet and pivoting loops. The brushes supply 

electric current to the loop that is near the engine magnet post 

pieces .As the rotor turns, the extremity of each loop is turned 

around and managed revolution of engine is accomplished. 

The bearing of turn relies upon the extremity of brushes. The 

torque connected on the rotor relies upon the present passing 

through the curls. The enduring rate relies upon the present 

coursing through the loops and load being driven by the 

engine. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Figure-1 demonstrates the piece chart of the undertaking. The 

circuit utilizes standard power supply involving a stage down 

transformer from 230V to 12V and the four diodes shaping 

an extension rectifier that conveys throbbing DC which is 

unregulated is controlled to steady 5V DC. The yield of the 

power supply which is 5V, is associated with Arduino and 

engine driver IC. Control is given through the switch cluster 

to the Arduino and further to the engine driver IC which 

controls the speed of the DC engine. 

 
Fig. 1: Square Diagram of Four Quadrant DC Motor Speed 

Control by using Arduino 

 
Fig. 2: Circuit Diagram of Power Supply Block of Four 

Quadrant DC Motor Contro 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The total project consists of four sections i.e 

1) System Overview 

2) Four Quadrant Operation of DC motor 

3) Pulse Width Modulation 

4) Motor Driver IC 

A. System Overview 

The design was broken down into different modules to 

simplify the circuit design. Figure 3 describes the block 

diagram of overall system for the four quadrant speed control 

of dc motor. 
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Fig. 3: Block Diagram of the System 

B. Four Quadrant Operation of DC Motor 

The engine is worked in four quadrants: clockwise, counter 

clock-wise, forward brake and turn around brake. Engine 

activity changes over the electric vitality into mechanical 

vitality and it creates forward movement, subsequently it 

called as motoring activity, while braking activity changes 

over mechanical vitality to electrical vitality which gives 

forward braking movement, it is named as generator. There 

are four conceivable modes or quadrants of task utilizing a 

DC Motor which is delineated in Figure 3. At the point when 

DC engine is working in the first and third quadrant, the 

provided voltage is more noteworthy than the back emf which 

is forward motoring what's more, turn around motoring 

modes separately, however the bearing of current stream 

contrasts. At the point when the engine works in the second 

and fourth quadrant the estimation of the back emf created by 

the engine ought to be more noteworthy than the provided 

voltage which are the forward braking and switch braking 

methods of activity separately, here again the course of 

current stream is turned around. 

 
Fig. 4: Four Quadrant Operation of a DC Motor 

C. Heartbeat Width Modulation 

Heartbeat width Modulation (PWM) is the term used to 

portray utilizing a computerized flag to produce a simple 

yield flag. PWM is one of the capable procedures utilized as 

a part of control frameworks today. This is typically used to 

control the normal energy to a heap in an engine speed control 

circuit. It is utilized as a part of wide scope of utilization 

which incorporates: speed control, control, estimation and 

correspondence. Heartbeat width adjustment (PWM) is a 

normally utilized procedure for controlling energy to an 

electrical gadget, made functional by present day electronic 

power switches. The principle preferred standpoint of PWM 

is that power misfortune in the exchanging gadgets is low. 

D. Engine Driver IC 

L293D is a double H-connect engine driver incorporated 

circuit (IC). Engine drivers go about as flow enhancers since 

they take a low current control flag and give a higher-current 

flag. This higher current flag is utilized to drive the engines. 

L293D contains two inbuilt H-connect driver circuits. In its 

regular method of task, two DC engines can be driven at the 

same time, both in forward and switch course. At the point 

when an empower input is high, the related driver gets 

empowered. Subsequently, the yields wind up dynamic and 

work in stage with their sources of info. Additionally, when 

the empower input is low, that driver is impaired, and their 

yields are off and in the high impedance state. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The down to earth usage of the four quadrant control of the 

DC engine is appeared in figure 5. The equipment is outlined 

and the task has been done in view of the program written in 

the Arduino for the four quadrant activity of the DC engine 

and the speed is additionally controlled by utilizing PWM 

method which immediate brake circumstance is connected to 

the engine. The task display is provided with 230V air 

conditioning supply from the circuit. The 230V supply is 

given to the essential of the transformer which gives 12V 

yield. This 12V air conditioning supply nourished to connect 

rectifier, which changes over it into 12V dc. This 12V dc is 

given to voltage controller which gives 5V dc. 

 
Fig. 5: Functional Implementation of Speed Control Dc 

Motor 

The yield of the power supply which is 5V, is 

associated with Arduino and engine driver IC. Control flag is 

given through the change exhibit to the Arduino and further 

to the engine driver IC which controls the speed of the DC 

engine. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

The equipment for the four quadrant dc engine speed control 

utilizing Arduino is outlined. It is turned out to be worked so 

straightforward. In the proposed display, we have utilized 

Arduino which produces PWM flag. The PWM system has 

been utilized to control the speed of dc engine. By variety in 

obligation cycle, connected voltage changes subsequently 

speed of dc engine can be controlled. The waveform of 

information beat given to DC engine has been taken for 

various estimations of obligation cycle and it has been 

watched that speed of dc engine is specifically relative to 
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obligation cycle, i.e. as the on time obligation cycle builds the 

speed of dc engine additionally increments. The waveform of 

info beat of dc engine has been taken for forward and switch 

braking mode and it has been watched that adequacy of 

waveform turned out to be high for brief term what's more, 

after that plentifulness winds up zero. In the exploratory 

outcome it has been watched that a few music are happened. 

It is because of various nonlinear electronic segments, for 

example, diodes, transistors and so forth exhibit in the model 

created show. This task is reasonable and exceedingly 

possible in monetary perspective and has leverage of running 

engines of higher appraisals. It gives a dependable, solid, 

precise and proficient method for speed control of a DC 

engine. The Arduino program is observed to be basic, 

productive and the outcomes with the planned equipment are 

promising. The created control and power circuit works 

appropriately and fulfills the application necessities. The 

engine can work in all the four quadrants effectively. 

Regenerative braking is likewise accomplished. 

Reenactment and trial comes about count with each other and 

legitimize viably the created framework. This undertaking 

can be upgraded by utilizing higher power electronic gadgets 

to work high limit DC engines 
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